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Is it only March?
By: Ian P. Dow

When I looked out the window today I could tell that the weather had changed and it was warming up. Thats
because it was snowing. I will not complain about the lack of sun and warmth because it gives me the excuse to
work in the basement and not feel guilty about it. I have found that the more I do the more I want to keep
doing and it keeps the creative juices flowing. Speaking of keeping the creative force active we had the pleasure
of having our annual Holiday Party a couple weeks ago and all I can say is if you missed it you missed a good
one. The work that was on the table was impressive but even more impressive was the 1st annual Egg Plane
contest. Talk about creativity. I tip my hat to Mr. Steve Freeman who produced a fantastic Hornet attack egg.
Just some of the best scratch building and paintwork that I have seen in awhile. Jerry Fraske not to be outdone
did a really great Scrambled Mig vignette. It could easily win most humor categories. Jeffrey did a nice little
monochromatic paint scheme on his space shuttle, which is surprisingly a pretty cool little kit. Last but not least
is my little Maggie who just loves being part of the club and does her own model concepts and vignettes as
opposed to just building out of the box.
I have done an homage to the Christmas Party farther down in the issue with pictures and comments so that we
can settle back in our comfy chair and relive the event all over again. I will say that they do seem to keep getting
better with each passing year and I continue to have as much fun putting them on as I did when I did it the first
time. So until everyone gets tired of my antics and want to do something different I hope we can continue this
tradition far into the future.
While we are on the subject of the future I have included two reviews of kits this month from a website I found
called Modelkitsreview.com. I have only perused it slightly but it had many cool reviews and model related
news that I think it will become a regular site for me. One of the things that I really liked is that there is a library
of instruction sheets that you can look at or download. Not everything from everyone, but a fair amount of
many different kits. Like many of you I too know the pain and sorrow of not being able to quite figure out
where or how something goes together due to no instructions. I know the internet can help with this but it is
nice to have a concise list of all of them in one place. Perhaps there is already a place like this and I dont know
about it. That too would not surprise me. If this is the case feel free to inform me.
Last but not least it is the month of March when St. Patrick freed all of Ireland from snakes and instead filled it
with red haired people who drink too much. That of course is not true but if I was not having a pint at the
moment I would look up the real reason he made all those people drink.
Cheers
Ian
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Reviewed by George Callazo of the Model Kits Review Website. Modeling is Poetry

From the ModelingMadness.Com website.

Reviewed by :Johnny Seaman in Modeling Madness

The Russians used aerosans for reconnaissance and light raiding in northern areas where their light
plywood skis allowed them to move quickly over the deep snow where other heavy vehicles would be
unable to move at all. However they were lightly powered and so could only be used on open country
or frozen lakes as they had poor hill climbing ability. The GAZ-98 was developed in 1942 and is powered
by a GAZ-M1 truck engine and is armed with a drumfed Light Machine Gun.
This kit has been lingering in my studio for a couple of months then built and waited for a few weeks
more to be photographed. The 1/35 Soviet Aerosan RF-8/GAZ-98 kit from Trumpeter Models is perhaps
one of those model kits you wouldn’t buy unless you physically have it on front of you. So that was my
case and like thousands of model kit builders I went to my local hobby shop for some supplies but we
can leave that store with some styrene. The box art quickly brings a ‘’mental build’’ and combined with a
very affordable price, you have to take it home even if you have hundreds of model kits in your stash.
The kit lends itself to low cost-small winter scene vignette.
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Highly detailed plastic pieces molded in
gray.
Photo-etched parts.
Two figures included.
Waterslide decals.
Illustrated instructions
Scale: 1/35
Length: 5.74″ (146mm)
Width: 2.83″ (72.1mm)
Parts: 80+
Trumpeter Product Number: 02322
MSRP: $14.99
Inside the box you’ll find parts with crisp
details and delicate attachment points. A
must for the small nature of many of the kit
parts. The railing guards on the back of the
model are very nicely molded and the fit
between parts and then to the craft itself is
outstanding. To get rid of the barely visible
mould line on the guards, I used Tamiya
Ultra Thin Cement instead of conventional
sanding. The cement does the work of
erasing that line an easy task. I was really
close to modify the suspension springs with
real springs from ball points and also add an
electric motor from Tamiya *240 (75026) to
the fan. But changed my mind after looking
the stack of models in my review queue.
The kit fit in general is very good so no
issues to report here. It also includes a small
fret with 2 photo etched sights for the
7.62mm machine gun. You get to use just
one so the other one will be destined to the
spare box. The model was primed with
Vallejo Acrylic Surface (Black) Primer
73.602. I don’t prime all my models but I do
have on my workbench their Black, Gray and
White primer. This stuff is amazing for all
your priming needs but I use it mostly on
resin parts and figures. And no, we are not
sponsored by Vallejo in any way in case
you’re wondering and even if we were, we
wouldn’t sugar coat it.
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Following the primer, the model was painted
with Polly Scale Reefer White. All the
weathering effect was achieved with the
excellent Ammo Mig Weathering Products.
(Thanks Miguel, Eli and Iain for your
unconditional support). There is a picture of
the WIP on our Instagram page. The figures
included with the kit are not really bad but
they are nothing to write home about.
Decals are very nice for a kit this price and
responded very well to Walther’s Solvaset
over the well pronounced rivets on the craft.
If you like Soviet subjects (or not) or if you
are looking for an uncomplicated weekend
build, the Trumpeter Soviet Aerosan RF8/GAZ-98 is for you.
Highly Recommended!
Review Sample courtesy of my increasingly
thin wallet.
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PE Louvers for Moebius Cylone Raider Update
Reviewed by George Callazo of the Model Kits Review Website. Modeling is Poetry

From the ModelingMadness.Com website.

Reviewed by :Johnny Seaman in Modeling Madness
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If you have a Moebius 1/32 Studio Scale in your stash waiting to
be started, or are about to get one at your local hobby shop or online retailer, you might want to take a look at this photo etch
cockpit louvers set from Paragrafix. Although the 1/32 Cylon
Raider is the best injection molded kit of this classic ship not to
mention and steal for the price (compared to garage resin kits
offered over the years), the truth is that the studio props never had
louvers like this. But the close up scenes of the Cylon Raider’s
cockpit set actually did show these louvers (see the pictures
below).
The Moebius Cylon Raider model as the original studio miniature
did inherited the solid louver (so did the Revell Cylon Raider. The
folks over at Paragrafix came up with this wonderful photo etch set
to mimic the full studio set louvers. The instructions are quite
pictorial and explained in a way that a 5 years old could
understand the steps by steps . However there is some surgery to
do on the upper hull of your model kit and plenty of photo etch
bending will be required.
It is a delicate job, but I know that someone that previous photo
etch experience can have this conversion done. Unlike other photo
etch projects, the parts here are rather large to work with. BUT,
once they are bent, the would become flimsy so play your Enya or
favorite relaxing music CD while working with this set.
If you have no plans on adding a resin cockpit, obviously you will
have a hollow fuselage showing thru the louvers. Paragrafix took
care of that with a sheet of frosted styrene to glaze the windows. A
paper template to cut the 3 parts that comprise this step is
provided with the kit eliminating some guess work.
Templates on the photo etch fret for the Cylon Insignia are also
provided to paint it on with your airbrush. This model kit is about to
get on our work bench soon. We are expecting yet another AM
accessory to complement it. If you’d like to see the Moebius Cylon
Raider model kit finished, we recommend you to follow us via our
RSS Feed or follow us on Facebook.
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By: Tipsy McStagger

Well , if there was a holiday party that should go in the record books this was one of them. I think it was one
of the best Holiday bashes we have had in sometime. Dont get me wrong, I enjoy them each year but this one
saw the return of a club contest with the Egg Plane. We had some old friends join us, Paul and Ed, and we had
From
website.
somethe
newModelingMadness.Com
friends come over by way
of Alex. Thanks everyone for making the party what it is every year and
we enjoy opening our home up to all of you. As usual the raffle was very good with some great kits being
offered up by all members. We were able to stock our treasury with a significant amount this year and if we
can keepbycosts
low
we should
be very
well off financially. Now on a personal note I would like to thank a few
Reviewed
:Johnny
Seaman
in Modeling
Madness
folks who made this years party a smooth event. Many thanks to Bob and Travis for running the raffle, they
stand up there for a long time putting up with their host for a long time getting the job done. Hats off to both
of them. John for selling tickets, I know this is a thankless job but a necessary one and glad he is doing it for
us. Mike for running the contest and although he forgot the contest slips he stepped up and made new ones
so we could carry on with our contest. Jeffrey for being my lucky rabbits foot. Whenever we are near a raffle
table and Jeff is around, I win good stuff. Who wouldnt love Jeff for that. Thanks again to everyone and lets
do it again next year.

Jerrys Zero
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Bobs Hog

Ians Legionaire heading to the fridge
The car corral from Travis and Tim

Maggies Modeling Mash Up
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Ian has too much time on his hands

An excellent rendition of a hand holding a pencil and
Jerrys American Spitfire.

Chris's larger than life KV1. I think it is in every picture .

Eds face came so close to making it in the
newsletter
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The Great Egg Plane Build Off

Steve Freemans Award Winning Attack Hornet

Maggie with her USA Falcon

Jerry with a scrambled Mig. Great Idea.
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Jeff and the Space Shuttle

The awesome Egg of Eggcellence. It will not hatch
unless Steve sits on it.

Ians Red Star Racer
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Steve Freeman with the Huevos to bring home the Egg trophy.

Yes, this grinning idiot won model of the year.
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The Men Of IPMS Livonia.
(Sexy music starts to play)

Steve, Mike and Henry all walk into a bar. All the ladies
walk out.

This is actually a good picture. John looks like a
bartender at the Easy Inn Lounge. Selling tickets and
breaking hearts.
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Yep, he actually hangs out with us voluntarily. God bless
you Travis.

Henry "Do you know if they are servin puddin tonight".
Jim "I dont know but does it really matter."
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Steve and Alex waiting for the bus to the Easy Inn Lounge.
Oh Yeah.

The often imitated but never duplicated raffle.
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"I am going to poop into each one of these and
leave them around Ians house. It will be hilarious".
No Paul it wasnt.
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Upcoming Shows

Start
1/17/15
02/07/2015
02/21/2015
04/10/2015
04/19/2018
04/30/2015
05/02/2015
05/09/2015
05/30/2015
07/22/2015
09/19/2015

End
1/17/15
02/07/2015
02/21/2015
04/11/2015
04/19/2015
05/02/2015
05/02/2015
05/09/2015
05/30/2015
07/25/2015
09/19/2015

Chapter
Shenango Valley Area Scale Modelers Free Swap Meet
Mid-Michigan
BlizzCon
Wright Field Scale Modelers (IPMS/USA Region IV Convention)
Lorain County
*AMPS International Convention
Warren
MMCL Invitational
Toledo
IPMS/USA 2015 National Convention
Dayton Area Plastic Modelers
* Denotes non-IPMS event (shown for info only)
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City/Area
Sharon, PA
Bay City, MI
Columbus, OH
Dayton, OH
Westlake, OH
Auburn, IN
Detroit, MI
Louisville, KY
Toledo, OH
Columbus, OH
Dayton, OH
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Mess Hall.
By: Grunty the Magic Pig

Corned Beef Tacos
Ingredients

Ingredients









1 lb corned beef
8 corn tortillas
8 slices Swiss cheese
1 20oz package diced potatoes with onion (I used
Simply Potatoes brand..or cut up your own potatoes)
1 tbls oil
sauerkraut*
Russian Dressing
green onions, chopped (opt)

Instructions
1. Heat oil in 12-inch nonstick skillet over medium heat.
Add potatoes and cook 10 minutes without stirring.
Turn potatoes, continue to cook 7 to 8 minutes or
until potatoes are tender.
2. Warm leftover corned beef in microwave until heated
through. Right before potatoes are done warm
tortillas for about 30 seconds in microwave.
3. On top each tortilla add one slice of cheese, ¼ cup
potatoes, 2 oz meat, and then top with sauerkraut,
dressing and green onions.
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